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Direct CP violation in Lb˜n„L…p1p2 decays viar-v mixing
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We study directCP violation in the bottom baryon decaysLb→ f r0(v)→ f p1p2 ( f 5n or L). It is found
that in these decays viar-v mixing the CP violation could be very large when the invariant mass of the
p1p2 pair is in the vicinity of thev resonance. With a typical valueNc52 in the factorization approach, the
maximum CP-violating asymmetries are more than 50% and 68% forLb→np1p2 and Lb→Lp1p2,
respectively. With the aid of heavy quark symmetry and phenomenological models for the hadronic wave
functions of Lb , L and the neutron, we estimate the branching ratios ofLb→n(L)r0.
@S0556-2821~98!06419-4#
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I. INTRODUCTION

CP violation is still an open problem in the standa
model, even though it has been known in the neutral k
system for more than three decades@1#. The study ofCP
violation in other systems is important in order to understa
whether the standard model provides a correct descriptio
this phenomenon through the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Mask
~CKM! matrix.

Recent studies of directCP violation in the B meson
system@2# have suggested that largeCP-violating asymme-
tries should be observed in forthcoming experiments. I
also interesting to studyCP violation in the bottom baryon
system in order to find the physical channels which m
have largeCP asymmetries, even though the branching
tios for such processes are usually smaller than those fo
corresponding processes of bottom mesons. The study ofCP
violation in the bottom system will be helpful for unde
standing the origin ofCP violation and may provide usefu
information about the possible baryon asymmetry in our u
verse. Actually, some data on the bottom baryonLb have
appeared just recently. For instance, OPAL has measure
lifetime and the production branching ratio for the inclusi
semileptonic decayLb→L l 2n̄X @3#. Furthermore, measure
ments of the nonleptonic decayLb→LJ/c have also been
reported@4#. More and more data are certainly expected
the future. It is the purpose of the present paper to study
CP violation problem in the hadronic decaysLb→np1p2

andLb→Lp1p2.
The CP-violating asymmetries in the decays we are co

sidering arise from the nonzero phase in the CKM mat
and hence we have the so-called directCP violation which

*Electronic address: xhguo@physics.adelaide.edu.au
†Electronic address: athomas@physics.adelaide.edu.au
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occurs through the interference of two amplitudes with d
ferent weak and strong phases. The weak phase differen
determined by the CKM matrix elements while the stro
phase is usually difficult to control. In Refs.@5,6#, the au-
thors studied directCP violation in B hadronic decays
through the interference of tree and penguin diagrams, wh
r-v mixing was used to obtain a large strong phase~as re-
quired for largeCP violation!. The data fore1e2→p1p2

in the r-v interference region strongly constrains ther-v
mixing parameters. Gardneret al. established not only tha
the CP-violating asymmetry inB6→r6r0(v)→r6p1p2

is more than 20% when the invariant mass of thep1p2 pair
is near the v mass, but that the measurement of t
CP-violating asymmetry for these decays can remove
mod(p) uncertainty in arg@2VtdVtb* /(VudVub* )# @6#. In the
present work we generalize these discussions to the bo
baryon case. It will be shown that theCP violation in Lb
hadronic decays could be very large.

In our discussions hadronic matrix elements for both t
and penguin diagrams are involved. These matrix eleme
are controlled by the effects of nonperturbative QCD wh
are difficult to handle. In order to extract the strong phase
our discussions we will use the factorization approximat
so that one of the currents in the nonleptonic decay Ham
tonian is factorized out and generates a meson. Thus
decay amplitude of the two body nonleptonic decay becom
the product of two matrix elements, one related to the de
constant of the factorized meson and the other to the w
transition matrix element between two hadrons.

There have been many discussions concerning the pla
bility of the factorization approach. Since bottom hadrons
very heavy, their hadronic decays are energetic. Hence
quark pair generated by one current in the weak Hamilton
moves very fast away from the weak interaction poi
Therefore, by the time this quark pair hadronizes into a m
son it is far away from other quarks and is therefore unlik
to interact with the remaining quarks. Hence this quark p
©1998 The American Physical Society13-1
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X.-H. GUO AND A. W. THOMAS PHYSICAL REVIEW D58 096013
is factorized out and generates a meson. This argume
based on the idea of ‘‘color transparency’’ proposed
Bjorken @7#. Dugan and Grinstein proposed a formal pro
for the factorization approach by constructing a large ene
effective theory@8#. They established that when the ener
of the generated meson is very large the meson can be
torized out and the deviation from the factorization amp
tude is suppressed by the energy of the factorized meso

Furthermore, we will estimate the branching ratios for t
decay modesLb→n(L)r0. In the factorization approach th
decay rates for these processes are determined by the
matrix elements betweenLb and n(L). With the aid of
heavy quark effective theory~HQET! @9# it is shown that in
the heavy quark limit,mb→`, there are two independen
form factors. We will apply the model of Refs.@10,11# to
determine these two form factors and hence predict
branching ratios forLb→n(L)r0.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Sec. II we give the formalism for theCP-violating asymme-
try in Lb→ f r0(v)→ f p1p2 ( f 5n or L) and calculate the
strong phases in the factorization approach. Numerical
sults will also be shown in this section. In Sec. III we app
the result of HQET and the model of Refs.@10,11# to esti-
mate the branching ratios forLb→n(L)r0. The results from
the nonrelativistic quark model@12# will also be presented
for comparison. Finally, Sec. VI is reserved for a brief su
mary and discussion.

II. CP VIOLATION IN Lb˜n„L…p1p2 DECAYS

A. Formalism for CP violation in Lb˜n„L…p1p2

The formalism forCP violation in B meson hadronic
decays@5,6# can be generalized toLb in a straightforward
manner. The amplitude,A, for the decayLb→ f p1p2 is

A5^p1p2 f uH TuLb&1^p1p2 f uH PuLb&, ~1!

whereH T andH P are the Hamiltonians for the tree an
penguin diagrams, respectively. Following Refs.@5,6# we de-
fine the relative magnitude and phases between these
diagrams as follows:

A5^p1p2 f uH TuLb&@11reideif#,

Ā5^p1p2 f̄ uH TuL̄b&@11reide2 if#, ~2!

whered andf are strong and weak phases, respectivelyf
is caused by the phase in the CKM matrix, and if the t
quark dominates penguin diagram contributions it
arg@VtbVtd* /(VubVud* )# for b→d and arg@VtbVts* /(VubVus* )#
for b→s. The parameterr is the absolute value of the rati
of tree and penguin amplitudes:

r[U^p1p2 f uH PuLb&

^p1p2 f uH TuLb&
U . ~3!

The CP-violating asymmetry,a, can be written as
09601
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uAu22uĀu2

uAu21uĀu2
5

22r sind sinf

112r cosd cosf1r 2
. ~4!

It can be seen explicitly from Eq.~4! that both weak and
strong phases are needed to produceCP violation. r-v mix-
ing has the dual advantages that the strong phase differ
is large ~passing through 90° at thev resonance! and well
known. In this scenario one has@6#

^p1p2 f uH TuLb&5
gr

srsv
P̃rvtv1

gr

sr
tr , ~5!

^p1p2 f uH PuLb&5
gr

srsv
P̃rvpv1

gr

sr
pr , ~6!

where tV (V5r or v) is the tree andpV is the penguin
amplitude for producing a vector meson, V, byLb→ f V, gr

is the coupling forr0→p1p2, P̃rv is the effectiver-v
mixing amplitude, andsV

21 is the propagator of V,

sV5s2mV
2 1 imVGV , ~7!

with As being the invariant mass of thep1p2 pair.
P̃rv is extracted @13,14# from the data for e1e2

→p1p2 @15# whenAs is near thev mass. Detailed discus
sions can be found in Refs.@6,13,14#. The numerical values
are

ReP̃rv~mv
2 !5235006300 MeV2,

Im P̃rv~mv
2 !523006300 MeV2.

We stress that the direct couplingv→p1p2 is effectively
absorbed intoP̃rv , where it contributes somes-dependence.
The limits on this s-dependence,P̃rv(s)5P̃rv(mv

2 )1(s
2mv

2 )P̃rv8 (mv
2 ), were determined in the fit of Gardner an

O’Connell, P̃rv8 (mv
2 )50.0360.04 @13#. In practice, the ef-

fect of the derivative term is negligible.
From Eqs.~1!, ~2!, ~5!, ~6! one has

reideif5
P̃rvpv1svpr

P̃rvtv1svtr

. ~8!

Defining

pv

tr
[r 8ei ~dq1f!,

tv

tr
[aeida,

pr

pv
[beidb, ~9!

whereda , db anddq are strong phases, one has the follo
ing expression from Eq.~8!

reid5r 8eidq
P̃rv1beidbsv

sv1P̃rvaeida
. ~10!

It will be shown that in the factorization approach, fo
both Lb→np1p2 and Lb→Lp1p2, we have~see Sec.
II C for details!
3-2
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aeida51. ~11!

Letting

beidb5b1ci, r 8eidq5d1ei, ~12!

and using Eq.~10!, we obtain the following result whenAs
;mv :

reid5
C1Di

~s2mv
2 1ReP̃rv!21~ Im P̃rv1mvGv!2

, ~13!

where

C5~s2mv
2 1ReP̃rv!$d@ReP̃rv1b~s2mv

2 !2cmvGv#

2e@ Im P̃rv1bmvGv1c~s2mv
2 !#%

1~ Im P̃rv1mvGv!$e@ReP̃rv1b~s2mv
2 !2cmvGv#

1d@ Im P̃rv1bmvGv1c~s2mv
2 !#%,

D5~s2mv
2 1ReP̃rv!$e@ReP̃rv1b~s2mv

2 !2cmvGv#

1d@ Im P̃rv1bmvGv1c~s2mv
2 !#%

2~ Im P̃rv1mvGv!$d@ReP̃rv1b~s2mv
2 !2cmvGv#

2e@ Im P̃rv1bmvGv1c~s2mv
2 !#%. ~14!

beidb and r 8eidq will be calculated later. Then from Eqs
~13! and ~14! we obtainrsind, rcosd and r . In order to get
the CP-violating asymmetrya in Eq.~4! sinf and cosf are
needed.f is determined by the CKM matrix elements. In th
Wolfenstein parametrization@16#, and in the approximation
that the top quark dominates the penguin diagrams, we h

~sinf!n5
h

A@r~12r!2h2#21h2
,

~cosf!n5
r~12r!2h2

A@r~12r!2h2#21h2
, ~15!

for Lb→np1p2, and

~sinf!L52
h

A@r~11l2r!1l2h2#21h2
,

~cosf!L52
r~11l2r!1l2h2

A@r~11l2r!1l2h2#21h2
,

~16!

for Lb→Lp1p2. Note that here, and in what follows, a
the quantities with the superscriptn ~or L) represent those
for Lb→nr0(v) @or Lb→Lr0(v)].
09601
ve

B. The effective Hamiltonian

With the operator product expansion, the effective Ham
tonian relevant to the processesLb→ f r0(v) is

HDB515
GF

A2
FVubVuq* ~c1O1

u1c2O2
u!

2VtbVtq* (
i 53

10

ciOi G1H.c., ~17!

where the Wilson coefficients,ci( i 51, . . .,10), are calcu-
lable in perturbation theory and are scale dependent. T
are defined at the scalem'mb in our case. The quarkq
could bed or s for our purpose. The operatorsOi have the
following expression

O1
u5q̄agm~12g5!ubūbgm~12g5!ba ,

O2
u5q̄gm~12g5!uūgm~12g5!b,

O35q̄gm~12g5!b(
q8

q̄8gm~12g5!q8,

O45q̄agm~12g5!bb(
q8

q̄b8gm~12g5!qa8 ,

O55q̄gm~12g5!b(
q8

q̄8gm~11g5!q8,

O65q̄agm~12g5!bb(
q8

q̄b8gm~11g5!qa8 ,

O75
3

2
q̄gm~12g5!b(

q8
eq8q̄8gm~11g5!q8,

O85
3

2
q̄agm~12g5!bb(

q8
eq8q̄b8gm~11g5!qa8 ,

O95
3

2
q̄gm~12g5!b(

q8
eq8q̄8gm~12g5!q8,

O105
3

2
q̄agm~12g5!bb(

q8
eq8q̄b8gm~12g5!qa8 ,

~18!

wherea andb are color indices, andq85u, d, s quarks.
In Eq. ~18! O1

u andO2
u are the tree level operators.O3–O6

are QCD penguin operators, which are isosinglet.O7–O10
arise from electroweak penguin diagrams, and they h
both isospin 0 and 1 components.

The Wilson coefficients,ci , are known to the next-to-
leading logarithmic order@17,18#. At the scale m5mb
55 GeV their values are
3-3
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c1520.3125, c251.1502, c350.0174,

c4520.0373, c550.0104, c6520.0459,

c7521.05031025, c853.83931024,

c9520.0101, c1051.95931023. ~19!

To be consistent, the matrix elements of the operatorsOi
should also be renormalized to the one-loop order. This
sults in the effective Wilson coefficients,ci8 , which satisfy
the constraint

ci~m!^Oi~m!&5ci8^Oi
tree&, ~20!

where^Oi(m)& are the matrix elements, renormalized to on
loop order. The relations betweenci8 andci read

c185c1 , c285c2 , c385c32Ps/3,

c485c41Ps , c585c52Ps/3,

c685c61Ps , c785c71Pe ,

c885c8 , c985c91Pe , c108 5c10, ~21!

where

Ps5~as/8p!c2@10/91G~mc ,m,q2!#,

Pe5~aem/9p!~3c11c2!@10/91G~mc ,m,q2!#,

with

G~mc ,m,q2!54E
0

1

dxx~12x!ln
mc

22x~12x!q2

m2
,

whereq2 is the momentum transfer of the gluon or photon
the penguin diagrams.G(mc ,m,q2) has the following ex-
plicit expression@19#:

ReG5
2

3S ln
mc

2

m2
2

5

3
24

mc
2

q2
1S 112

mc
2

q2 D
3A124

mc
2

q2
ln

11A124~mc
2/q2!

12A124~mc
2/q2!

D ,

Im G52
2

3
pS 112

mc
2

q2 DA124
mc

2

q2
. ~22!

Based on simple arguments forq2 at the quark level, the
value of q2 is chosen in the range 0.3,q2/mb

2,0.5 @5,6#.
From Eqs.~19!, ~21! and ~22! we can obtain numerical val
ues ofci8 . Whenq2/mb

250.3,
09601
e-

-

c18520.3125, c2851.1502

c3852.4333102211.54331023i ,

c48525.8083102224.62831023i ,

c5851.7333102211.54331023i ,

c68526.6683102224.62831023i ,

c78521.4353102422.96331025i ,

c8853.83931024,

c98521.0233102222.96331025i ,

c108 51.95931023, ~23!

and whenq2/mb
250.5,

c18520.3125, c2851.1502

c3852.1203102215.17431023i ,

c48524.8693102221.55231022i ,

c5851.4203102215.17431023i ,

c68525.7293102221.55231022i ,

c78528.3403102529.93831025i ,

c8853.83931024,

c98521.0173102229.93831025i ,

c108 51.95931023, ~24!

where we have takenas(mZ)50.112, aem(mb)51/132.2,
mb55 GeV andmc51.35 GeV.

C. CP violation in Lb˜n„L…p1p2

In the following we will calculate theCP-violating asym-
metries inLb→n(L)p1p2. With the Hamiltonian in Eq.
~17! we are ready to evaluate the matrix elements. In
factorization approximationr0(v) is generated by one cur
rent which has the proper quantum numbers in the Ham
tonian.
3-4
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First we considerLb→nr0(v). After factorization, the
contribution totr

n from the tree level operatorO1
u is

^r0nuO1
uuLb&5^r0u~ ūu!u0&^nu~ d̄b!uLb&[T, ~25!

where (ūu) and (d̄b) denote the V-A currents. Using th
Fierz transformation the contribution ofO2

u is (1/Nc)T.
Hence we have

tr
n5S c11

1

Nc
c2DT. ~26!
09601
It should be noted that in Eq.~26! we have neglected the
color-octet contribution, which is nonfactorizable and dif
cult to calculate. Therefore,Nc should be treated as an effe
tive parameter and may deviate from the naive value 3
the same way we find thattv

n 5tr
n , hence, from Eq.~9!,

~aeida!n51. ~27!

In a similar way, we can evaluate the penguin opera
contributionspr

n and pv
n with the aid of the Fierz identities

From Eq.~9! we have
~beidb!n5

22S c481
1

Nc

c38D 13S c781
1

Nc

c88D 1S 31
1

Nc
D c981S 11

3

Nc
D c108

2S 21
1

Nc
D c3812S 11

2

Nc
D c4814S c581

1

Nc

c68D 1c781
1

Nc

c881~c982c108 !S 12
1

Nc
D , ~28!

~r 8eidq!n52

2S 21
1

Nc
D c3812S 11

2

Nc
D c4814S c581

1

Nc

c68D 1c781
1

Nc

c881~c982c108 !S 12
1

Nc
D

2S c11
1

Nc

c2D U VtbVtd*

VubVud*
U , ~29!

where

U VtbVtd*

VubVud*
U5

A@r~12r!2h2#21h2

~12l2/2!~r21h2!
. ~30!

For Lb→Lr0(v), the evaluation is the same. Defining

^r0LuO1
uuLb&5^r0u~ ūu!u0&^Lu~ s̄b!uLb&[T̃, ~31!

we have

tr
L5S c11

1

Nc
c2D T̃. ~32!

After evaluating the penguin diagram contributions we obtain the following results:

~aeida!L51, ~33!

~beidb!L5

3S c781
1

Nc

c881c981
1

Nc

c108 D
4S c381

1

Nc

c481c581
1

Nc

c68D 1c781
1

Nc

c881c981
1

Nc

c108

, ~34!

~r 8eidq!L52

4S c381
1

Nc

c481c581
1

Nc

c68D 1c781
1

Nc

c881c981
1

Nc

c108

2S c11
1

Nc

c2D U VtbVts*

VubVus*
U , ~35!
3-5
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where

U VtbVts*

VubVus*
U5

A@r~11l2r!1l2h2#21h2

l2~r21h2!
. ~36!

It can be seen from Eqs.~28! and ~34! that b anddb are
determined solely by the Wilson coefficients. On the oth
hand,r 8 anddq depend on both the Wilson coefficients a
the CKM matrix elements, as shown in Eqs.~29! and ~35!.
Substituting Eqs.~27!, ~28!, ~29!, ~33!, ~34!, ~35! into Eqs.
~12!, ~13!, ~14! we can obtain (rsind)n(L) and (rcosd)n(L).
Then in combination with Eqs.~15! and ~16! the
CP-violating asymmetriesa can be obtained.

In the numerical calculations, we have several paramet
q2, Nc , and the CKM matrix elements in the Wolfenste
parametrization. As mentioned in Sec. II B, the value ofq2 is
chosen in the range 0.3,q2/mb

2,0.5 @5,6#.
The CKM matrix elements should be determined fro

experiment.l is well measured@20# and we will usel
50.221 in our numerical calculations. However, due to
large experimental errors at present,r and h are not yet

fixed. From b→u transitions Ar21l250.36360.073
@21,22#. In combination with the results fromB0-B̄0 mixing
@23# we have 0.18,h,0.42@22#. In our calculations we use
h50.34 as in Refs.@5,6#. Recently, it has been pointed o
@24# that from the branching ratio ofB6→hp6 a negative
value forr is favored. Hence we will user520.12, corre-
sponding toh50.34. These values lead tofn5126° and
fL5272° from Eqs.~15! and ~16!.

The value of the effectiveNc should also be determine
by experiments. The analysis of the data forB→Dp, B6

→vp6 andB6→vK6 indicates thatNc is about 2@25,26#.
For theLb decays, we do not have enough data to extractNc
at present. Finally, we usemb55 GeV, mc51.35 GeV,
as(mZ)50.112 andaem(mb)51/132.2 to calculate the Wil-
son coefficients,ci8 , as discussed in Sec. II B@see Eqs.~23!
and ~24!#. The numerical values ofb, r 8, db and dq for
Lb→nr0 andLb→Lr0 are listed in Tables I and II, respec
tively.

TABLE I. Values ofb, r 8, db anddq for Lb→nr0.

Nc q2/mb
2 b r 8 db dq

2 0.3 0.339 1.149 23.096 0.0769
2 0.5 0.328 1.011 22.935 0.297
3 0.3 0.649 2.537 23.103 0.0766
3 0.5 0.629 2.233 22.970 0.296

TABLE II. Values of b, r 8, db anddq for Lb→Lr0.

Nc q2/mb
2 b r 8 db dq

2 0.3 0.299 9.925 20.0611 0.0675
2 0.5 0.332 8.833 20.235 0.257
3 0.3 3.086 3.715 21.76631024 6.35331023

3 0.5 3.087 3.668 26.07131024 0.0216
09601
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In Figs. 1 and 2 we plot the numerical values of t
CP-violating asymmetries,a, for Lb→np1p2 and Lb
→Lp1p2, respectively, forNc52. It can be seen that ther
is a very largeCP violation when the invariant mass of th
p1p2 is near thev mass. ForLb→np1p2 the maximum
CP-violating asymmetry isamax

n 5266% (q2/mb
250.3) and

amax
n 5250% (q2/mb

250.5), while for Lb→Lp1p2,
amax

L 568% (q2/mb
250.3) andamax

L 576% (q2/mb
250.5). It

would be very interesting to actually measure such la
CP-violating asymmetries.

AlthoughNc is around 2 forB decays, it might be differ-
ent in theLb case. We also calculated the numerical valu
whenNc53. It is found that, in this case, we still have larg
CP violation for Lb→np1p2, with amax

n 5252% (q2/mb
2

50.3) andamax
n 5240% (q2/mb

250.5). However, forLb

→Lp1p2, amax
L is much smaller, only about 6%.

III. BRANCHING RATIOS FOR Lb˜n„L…r0

In this section we estimate the branching ratios forLb
→ f r0. In the factorization approach,r0 is factorized out and
hence the decay amplitude is determined by the weak t

FIG. 1. The CP-violating asymmetry forLb→np1p2 with
Nc52. The solid~dotted! line is for q2/mb

250.3 ~0.5!.

FIG. 2. TheCP-violating asymmetry forLb→Lp1p2 with
Nc52. The solid~dotted! line is for q2/mb

250.3 ~0.5!.
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sition matrix elementsLb→ f . In the heavy quark limit,mb
→`, it is shown in the HQET that there are two form facto
for Lb→ f @27#:

^ f ~pf !uq̄gm~12g5!buLb~v !&

5ūf~pf !@F1~v•pf !1v”F2~v•pf !#

3gm~12g5!uLb
~v !, ~37!

whereq5d or s; uf anduLb
are the Dirac spinors off and

Lb , respectively;pf is the momentum of the final baryon,f,
andv is the velocity ofLb . In order to calculateF1 andF2
we need two constraints.

In Ref. @28# the author proposed two dynamical assum
tions with respect to the meson structure and decays:~i! in
the rest frame of a hadron the distribution of the off-sh
momentum components of the constituents is stron
peaked at zero with a width of the order of the confinem
scale;~ii ! during the weak transition the spectator retains
momentum and spin. These two assumptions led to the re
that the matrix element of the heavy to light meson transit
is dominated by the configuration where the active quar
momenta are almost equal to those of their correspond
mesons. This argument is corrected by terms of order 1mb
andLQCD/Ef , and hence is a good approximation in hea
hadron decays. Some relations among the form factors in
heavy to light meson transitions are found in this approxim
tion. In Ref. @10# the above approach is generalized to t
baryon case and a relation betweenF1 andF2 is found.

Another relation betweenF1 andF2 comes from the over-
lap integral of the hadronic wave functions ofLb and f . In
the heavy quark limitLb is regarded as a bound state of
heavy quarkb and a light scalar diquark@ud# @10,11,29#. On
the other hand, the light baryonf has various quark-diquar
configurations@30# and only theq@ud# component contrib-
utes to the transitionLb→ f . This leads to a suppressio
factor, Cs , which is the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient
q@ud#. Cs51/A2 for n and Cs51/A3 for L, respectively
@30#. In the quark-diquark picture, the hadronic wave fun
tion has the following form:

c i~x1 ,kW'!5Nix1x2
3exp@2b2

„kW'
2 1mi

2~x12x0i !
2
…#,

~38!

wherei 5Lb , n or L; x1 , x2 (x2512x1) are the longitu-
dinal momentum fractions of the active quark and the
quark, respectively;kW' is the transverse momentum;Ni is
the normalization constant; the parameterb is related to the
average transverse momentum,b51.77 GeV and b
51.18 GeV, corresponding tô k'

2 &1/25400 MeV and
^k'

2 &1/25600 MeV respectively; andx0i (x0i512e/mi , e
is the mass of the diquark! is the peak position of the wav
function. By working in the appropriate infinite momentu
frame and evaluating the good current components@10,11#,
another relation betweenF1 andF2 is given in terms of the
overlap integral of the hadronic wave functions ofLb and f .
Therefore,F1 andF2 are obtained as the following,
09601
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F15
2Ef1mf1mq

2~Ef1mq!
CsI ~v!,

F25
mq2mf

2~Ef1mq!
CsI ~v!, ~39!

where I (v) is the overlap integral of the hadronic wav
functions ofLb and f ,

I ~v!5S 2

v11
D 7/4

y29/2@AfK6~A2be!#21/2

3expS 22b2e2
v21

v11
D E

22be/Av11

y22be/Av11
dz

3exp~2z2!S y2
2be

Av11
2zD S z1

2be

Av11
D 6

,

~40!

and y5bmfAv11, with v being the velocity transferv
5v•pf /mf andAf andK6 defined as

Af5E
0

1

dxx6~12x!2exp@22b2mf
2~x2e/mf !

2#,

K6~A2be!5E
2A2be

`

dxexp~2x2!~x1A2be!6. ~41!

It should be noted that in Eqs.~40! and ~41! we have taken
the limit mb→`.

It can be shown thatv53.03 for Lb→nr0 andv52.58
for Lb→Lr0. Takinge5600 MeV, from Eq.~40!, we find
that I n50.0258(0.0509) for b51.77 GeV21 (b
51.18 GeV21), and I L50.0389(0.0781) for b
51.77 GeV21 (b51.18 GeV21). Substituting these num
bers into Eq.~39! we obtain the following results,

F1
n520.0199~20.0393!, for b51.77~1.18! GeV21,

F2
n50.00168~0.00332!, for b51.77~1.18! GeV21,

~42!

and

F1
L50.0245~0.0492!, for b51.77~1.18! GeV21,

F2
L520.00205~20.00411!, for b51.77~1.18! GeV21,

~43!

where we have takenmd50.35 GeV andms50.50 GeV.
To estimate the branching ratios forLb→n(L)r0 we

only take theO1
u andO2

u terms in the Hamiltonian~17!, since
they give dominant contributions. In the factorization a
proach, the amplitude forLb→n(L)r0 has the following
form:
3-7
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A~Lb→ f 1r0!5
GF

A2
VubVuq* a1^r

0uūgm~12g5!uu0&

3^ f uq̄gm~12g5!buLb&, ~44!

where

a15c11
1

Nc
c2 . ~45!

In Eq. ~44! r0 has been factorized out and the matrix elem

^r0uūgm(12g5)uu0& is related to the decay constantf r .
From Eq.~44! the branching ratios forLb→n(L)r0 can be
obtained directly @10,31#. Taking f r5216 MeV, Vub
50.004,Vus50.22, Vud50.975 anda150.28 ~correspond-
ing to Nc;2) we obtain

B~Lb→nr0!5H 1.6131028 for b51.18 GeV21,

4.1431029 for b51.77 GeV21,

~46!

and

B~Lb→Lr0!5H 1.2331029 for b51.18 GeV21,

3.06310210 for b51.77 GeV21.

~47!

In Ref. @12# theLb→n(L) transition matrix elements ar
calculated in the nonrelativistic quark model. The form fa
tors f i andgi , which are defined by (q5pLb

2pf)

^ f ~pf !uq̄gm~12g5!buLb~pLb
!&

5ūf$ f 1~q2!gm1 i f 2~q2!smnqn1 f 3~q2!qm

2@g1~q2!gm1 ig2~q2!smnqn1g3~q2!qm#g5%uLb
,

~48!

are found to bef 1(0)50.045, f 2(0)520.024/mLb
, f 3(0)

520.011/mLb
, g1(0)50.095,g2(0)520.022/mLb

, g3(0)

520.051/mLb
for Lb→n, and f 1(0)50.062, f 2(0)

520.025/mLb
, f 3(0)520.008/mLb

, g1(0)50.108, g2(0)

520.014/mLb
, g3(0)520.043/mLb

for Lb→L. Pole

dominance behavior for theq2 dependence of the form fac
tors is assumed:

f i~q2!5
f i~0!

S 12
q2

mV
2 D 2 , gi~q2!5

gi~0!

S 12
q2

mA
2 D 2 , ~49!
09601
t

-

where forb→d, mV55.32 GeV,mA55.71 GeV, and for
b→s, mV55.42 GeV, mA55.86 GeV. Substituting Eqs
~48! and ~49! into Eq. ~44! we find that

B~Lb→nr0!56.3331028, B~Lb→Lr0!54.4431029.

~50!

These results are bigger than those in Eqs.~46! and ~47!.
Combining the predictions in these two models we exp
thatB(Lb→nr0) is around 1028 andB(Lb→Lr0) is about
1029. For comparison, inB decays, the branching ratio fo
B2→p2r0 is of the order 1026 @32#, and forB2→r2r0 the
branching ratio is about 1025 @32#. HenceB(Lb→nr0) is
two to three orders smaller than those for the correspond
meson decays.

IV. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSIONS

In this work we studied directCP violation in Lb had-
ronic decaysLb→ f r0(v)→ f p1p2 ( f 5n or L). It was
found that, as a result of the inclusion ofr-v mixing, the
CP-violating asymmetries in these two processes could
very large when the invariant mass of thep1p2 pair is in
the vicinity of the v resonance. ForNc52, the maximum
CP-violating asymmetries were more than 50% and 68%
Lb→np1p2 and Lb→Lp1p2, respectively, for reason
able values of q2/mb

2 . Furthermore, we estimated th
branching ratios forLb→n(L)r0 decays by using HQET
and phenomenological models for the hadronic wave fu
tions. The results from the nonrelativistic quark model we
also presented for comparison. It was shown that the bran
ing ratios are about 1028 and 1029 for Lb→nr0 and Lb
→Lr0, respectively, which are two or three orders smal
than those for the correspondingB decays. Since there wil
be more data on the heavy baryon,Lb , from different ex-
perimental groups in the future, it will be very interesting
look for such largeCP-violating asymmetries in the exper
ments in order to get a deeper understanding of the me
nism for CP violation. On the other hand, the smalle
branching ratios for theLb hadronic decays will make the
measurements more difficult. Furthermore, the study ofCP
violation in Lb decays may provide insight into the baryo
asymmetry phenomena required for baryogenesis.

There are some uncertainties in our calculations. Wh
discussing theCP violation in these two channels, we hav
to evaluate hadronic matrix elements where nonperturba
QCD effects are involved. We have worked in the factoriz
tion approximation, which is expected to be quite reliab
because theb quark decays are very energetic. However,
this approach, the color-octet term is ignored. HenceNc has
to be treated as an effective parameter which should be
termined by experiment. Although there are enough data
fix Nc in B decays asNc;2, the best value ofNc for Lb
decays is not certain. We gave the plots of theCP-violating
asymmetries forNc52 and discussed the situation forNc
53. If Nc53, the CP violation for Lb→Lp1p2 is not
3-8
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large anymore. However, for bothNc52 and 3 there is large
CP violation for Lb→np1p2. Our numerical results also
depend onq2/mb

2 , but the behavior is mainly determined b
Nc . Ther-v mixing parameter,P̃rv , also has some exper
mental uncertainty, but this has little influence on our resu

While estimating the branching ratios forLb→n(L)r0

we worked in the heavy quark limit. Sincemb is much larger
ev

l.

09601
.

than the QCD scale,LQCD, the 1/mb corrections should be
small.
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